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ABSTRACT

Research on radial wave thermoacoustic sound sources and refrigerators is

described. Theoretical analysis, and co' ýputer program to implement it, were

developed for acoustic quantities such as pressure, particle velocity, etc, and energy

fluxes for thermoacoustic engines in the lowest radial mode of a cylindrical resonator.

The program is currently most useful for computing prime mover operation both below,

at, and beyond onset of oscillation. A short stack approximation was derived to

compare the theoretical promise of thermoacoustic engines in the longitudinal and radial

standing waves of cylindrical resonators. Results to date indicate radial wave engines

are worth pursuing.
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1. Project Descrption

Use of thermoacoustic refrigeration in the Navy fleet is currently under

investigation in association with the Environmentally Safe Ships Program. Among the

various approaches, my interest is in studying the fundamental properties of

thermoacoustic engines (or stacks as we often refer to them) in radial wave resonators.

I collaborate with researchers at the University of Mississippi, including Drs. Raspet and

Bass, and their students, most notably Jay Lightfoot. The ultimate questions to be

addressed are these: Are radial wave thermoacoustic engines powerful and efficient

enough for practical use in comparison with plane wave engines and with CFC based

refrigerators? After all, the ESSP program is in part about finding replacement

technology for the CFC based refrigerators that are soon to be banned due to their

ozone-layer-damaging potential.

I have a complementary project funded by the EPA Office of Exploratory

Research for investigating fundamental advances in light absorption measurement

sensitivity by the thermoacoustic enhanced resonant photoacoustic technique. The

EPA project may involve use of a radial wave resonator if construction cost is within

budgetary constraints; otherwise, a plane wave resonator will be used.

Let's get to the business of describing the project in technical detail. The

discussion assumes the reader is familiar with thermoacoustics at the level described in

the review article by Swift. 1 Consider a gas-filled cylindrical resonator of length L and

radius R. The plane wave eigenfrequencies are determined by the condition of

pressure antinodes at the resonator rigid ends, and are fp = mc/2L where m=1,2 ..., and

c is the adiabatic sound speed. All thermoacoustic engines, to the best of my

knowledge, have used plane wave resonators, and are placed roughly at the locations

where the product of particle velocity and pressure is a relative extrema. Air parcels

oscillate back and forth along the cylinder axis for the plane wave modes.
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In contrast, air parcels oscllate back and forth at 90 degrees to the cylinder axis

for the purely radial modes, with the first eigenfrequency given by fr = 3.832 c/(2xR).

This radial mode has pressure antinodes at the resonator center and at the walls. A

wedge shaped parcel of gas oscillates back and forth in the radial mode. Note that the

plane wave mode most like this first radial mode has m=2, i.e. a full acoustic wavelength

fits in the resonator. Radial wave thermoacoustic engines can be disks stacked up in

the direction of the cylinder axis, and separated by some appropriate amount to

optimize thermoacoustic action. We are working on determining the relative advantages

of a radial or plane wave thermoacoustic refrigerator given a definite volume, and given

the desire to maximize efficiency while delivering the necessary cooling capacity. It

should be noted that radial modes are anharmonic in comparison to plane wave modes,

which could potentially allow for higher sound pressure levels in the desired mode with

the radial wave arrangement when used as a refrigerator or sound source.

Figure I shows the geometry of engines in plane and radial wave

resonators. "Hot" and "cold' refer to the direction of the temperature gradient one would

set up using either resonator. The hot end should always face a pressure antinode and

the cold end a pressure node.. A sound source(s) capable of delivering acoustic power

to the resonator at a point of high impedance for the radial wave resonator could either

be at the center (one at top and/or at bottom), or one to several could be at the

resonator walls.

SwiftI has derived the wave equation for pressure in the radial geometry, and

realized that the same energy flow equations would apply as were investigated in

association with the plane wave resonator. His brief account of theory for stacks in

radial wave engines is the only analysis performed in the past to the best of our

knowledge. One might expect that thermoacoustic engines would perform differently in

plane wave and radial wave resonators because the fundamental relationships between

acoustic pressure and particle velocity are different.
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Side and Top View, Plane Wave Arrangement
L

Side View, Radial Wave Arrangement
2R

hotII col aEhoM OdL
Stack I Stack 2

Top View, Radial Wave Arrangement

hot side hot

Figure 1. Thermoacoustic engines, or stacks, in plane and radial wave resonators.

Plane standing waves are described by trigonometric functions, and radial standing

waves by Bessel functions. Engines in plane wave resonators are just piles of plates

(hence the name stack), but are piles of disks in the radial wave case [It should be

noted that several other engine geometry's have been evaluated in plane wave

resonators, as described in Refs. 2-3 for example. The parallel plate arrangement is

both easy to build, and Is more powerful and efficient than all but the more exotic

geometris. 3J The short stack approximation for thermoacoustics 1 2,4,5 indicates that

viscous and thermal dissipation of acoustic power scales as the squares of acoustic
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patlcl velocity and acoustic pressure, respectivly, and that both heat pumping and

acoustic power gain scale as the product of acoustic pressure and particle velocity.

Thus it seems reasonable to expect different behavior of thermoacoustic engines in

radial and plane wave resonators.

2. Approache taken.

The philosophy of our thermoacoustic model for radial wave engines is very

similar to the approach described in Ref. 2 for plane wave engines. Pressure and

specific acoustic impedance translations equations that have the boundary conditions

built in are used for computing these quantities in resonator and heat exchanger

sections. Translation equations are used to determine the acoustic pressure and

impedance at, say, position (r-d), when you know these quantities at position (r), and

when you know the propagation constant of the space between these two points. They

are derived using a superposition of counter propagating traveling waves with initially

unknown amplitudes, that are subsequently computed using the boundary conditions

(continuity of pressure and volume velocity at an interface), and known values of

pressure and impedance at one end (some discussion of Rayleigh's impedance

translation equation appears in Ref. 6). Most researchers in theoretical acoustics work

in terms of pressure and impedance, and the energy flow equations can be cast entirely

in these variables 2 ; thus the translation technique does not limit the analysis.

The stack may be described as a system in steady state, rather than

thermodynamic, equilibrium (except during a hopefully brief period of transient

adjustment) because of the temperature gradient along the stack, and accompanying

dependence of gas and solid physical properties on temperature. Coupled first order

nonlinear differential equations were derived for pressure and impedance in the stack.

Runge-Kutta integration is the preferred numerical technique for computations in the

stack and resembles use of translation equations. Computation of acoustic quantities in

a complicated arrangement of resonator, stack, and heat exchanger sections is thus

-4-



performed using a series of relatively simple applications of the translation equations.

We have a manuscript in the draft stage for describing our theoretical and computational

work on radial wave engines.

We are considering design of a radial wave thermoacoustic prime mover that

uses polyimid as the stack. The heat exchangers will likely be perforated copper sheet

with attached copper tubing for fluid flow heat exchange on the cold end and electrical

resistance heat on the hot end. The design was motivated by analogy to air filters for

the older style carburetors in autos. We are also investigating single piece

thermoacoustic engines where the hot heat exchanger is a reasonably high electrical

resistivity metal which we can heat directly, and the cold heat exchanger is deposited

copper with attached posts for tube heat exchange. To date, the single piece

thermoacoustic engine quotes for manufacture we have received from the few

companies willing to consider doing the work have been prohibitively expensive (about

$200/plate, and - 200 plates necessary.) I am pursuing the single piece engines, partly

for the EPA project as well, and Jay Lightfoot is working on the air filter analogy design.
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3. Spoefi wok acompwhed during the flr•t portion of the research.

A theoretical model was developed for low acoustic amplitude radial wave

thermoacoustic engines, at the level of our previous model for plane wave engines.2

This model only assumes that the acoustic approximation is valid - no assumptions are

made concerning boundary layers or knowledge of acoustic pressure, etc. This model

is at the level of the most rigorous approach described by Swift l as well.

A computer program for prime movers below and above onset was developed

from my previous program used in analyzing plane wave engines. 5 The new program is

much more general than the previous version and has the following features:

a. Most suited to a UNIX environment for interactive plotting used to study

dependencies.

b. Uses an input file which completely describes the engine and resonator.

c. Gases - Air, He, and HeAr mixture. Solids - Celcor ceramic, Stainless Steel, Kapton,

and Polyimid. HeAr mixture is useful for obtaining low Prandtl numbers and thus better

heat transfer to viscous loss ratio.

d. Can rapidly compute resonant frequencies and quality factors for prime movers or

refrigerators below onset, or superheated above onset (negative 0).

e. Can rapidly compute steady state prime mover operating temperature and

frequency.

f. Can scan many design variables such as stack plate length, spacing, thickness,

resonator length at either end, to determine an optimal design. An example calculation

for the quality factor and resonant frequency of a radial wave oscillator is shown in

Figure 2 (the graphics would be more primitive during actual program operation).

g. Works for just empty resonators, or up to 100 total thermoacoustic elements. Each

thermoacoustic element is specified in a separate 30 line segment of the input file.

h. Useful for either plane or radial wave resonators with just a simple change of a line in

the input file.
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"STACK LENGTH. L AND PLATE SPACING. R DEPENDENCE

2.03 Air-filled resonator
2.0,' L .26.6 QC'mm tconstant) Pam = 100 Pa

2.025

resonator
2.02 center stack

"" 2.015 0

S2.01 \.--L

R -plate spacing
12.005 L = plate length
u. L =3.28mm"E 2 AT = TH - TC
( TC =293 K
0 LCT/L=0C/mr

~~ 1.995n I3 13U
.26 •Resonator, cold end

1.99 RSnR=5 cm

1.985 Empty Resonator L = 8.98 cm

1.98 "5. .. .

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 HEX, cold end
Stack Plate Spacing, R (mm) R--variable

1200 L = 1.08 mm

= 0.7

1000 STACK
"R--variable
L =variable

800 Q Q=0.7
0. HElement end

,600 Empty Resonator HEX, hot end
------- R----variable

L= 1.15 mm

400 =0.7

Resonator, hot end
200 R=5 =c

L = 9.98 mm

0 1. 1 .. I . I I I Q = I
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Stack Plate Spacing, R (mm)

Figure 2 Radial wave calculation for 0, resonance frequency as a function of stack

plate spacing and stack length, with the temperature gradient held constant.
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I. Finds guesses for resonant frequency, 0, and operating temperature, that are robust

and don't require any user input. The program fine tunes the guesses to determine a

set of system parameters that match all boundary conditions. In this respect the

program is very similar to DELTAE (the Los Alamos plane wave engine design

program), though the antecedent program predates DELTAE.

j. The list of parameters to study one can choose from is given below.

* BEGIN THE USER SCAN**

ENTER A NUMBER TO DO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
-1 =PUT HOLES INTO RESONATOR FOR BEAMS, GAS.
0-TEMPERATURE SCAN OVER LIMITS (QUALITY).
1=FREQUENCY SCAN OVER CHOSEN UMITS, INFINO
2=STACK LENGTH OVER UMITS AT CONSTANT DT/DZ
3-STACK CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION OVER UMITS
4=STACK AND HEATX R OVER UMITS
5-RIGHT END TUBE LENGTH SCAN FOR ONSET
6=LEFT END TUBE LENGTH SCAN FOR ONSET
7=AMBIENT PRESSURE SCAN OVER UMITS
8-FREQUENCY SCALE ALL THE ELEMENTS
9-AMBIENT PRESSURE SCALE THE STACKHEXS
10=MINIMIZE BY ADJUSTING TUBE LENGTHS AT ENDS

(FOR 10, CYUNDER RADIUS:HEIGHT=2:1 IS CONSTANT.)
11=MAKE A NEW PARAMETER FILE AFTER CHANGES.
12-SYSTEM QUICK SUMMARY AND HEAT INPUT ESTIMATE.
13-.RENAME A FILE WITHIN-OUTPUT DIRECTORY
14-CONVERT TO A NEW STACK PLATE THICKNESS
99 =EXIT THIS PROGRAM.

Much frequency or size scaling is used in this program based on the principle

that thermoacoustic elements scale in length inversely with operating frequency, and

element pore sizes scale with the frequency dependent thermal and viscous boundary

layer thicknesses. 7 The purposes of this program are to design a radial wave prime

mover so we can test and verify the code, and to find out if we can achieve higher

sound pressure levels with the radial wave resonator in comparison with plane wave

models. The program will serve as a basis for a yet more comprehensive program that

will be used to design radial wave refrigerators.
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I derived the short stack approximation for radial wave thermoacoustic engines.

This is an analytical approximation for heat and work flow that assumes the acoustic

oscillation is predominately a standing wave, that the stack is much shorter than an

acoustic wavelength, that thermal parameters in the stack can be evaluated at one

temperature, and that the rest of the resonator is lossless. Resonator losses and non

zero stack thermal conductivity can be put in later when desired. Short stack

approximations allow us to see explicitly in an analytical expression what system parts

or values cause dissipation of acoustic kinetic and potential energy, and what parts

affect acoustic refrigeration or sound production. See Refs. 1,2, and 4 for further

discussion and derivation of the short stack approximation, and Refs. 3 and 5 for

applications of plane wave short stack approximations. It should be noted that our

version 2,4 of the short stack approximation does not have any boundary layer limitations

in contrast to previous work.1

Jay Lightfoot and I milked the radial and plane wave short stack approximations

for an answer to a number of fundamental questions concerning the comparison of the

two. Our results will be discussed in the remainder of this section. ALL

CALCULATIONS REPORTED BELOW WERE PERFORMED ASSUMING HELIUM

GAS AS THE OPERATING FLUID. The figures are heavily captioned to assist the

discussion. Suppose either plane or radial wave engines are equally easy to

manufacture. How would you choose one over the other? For refrigeration the obvious

answer is that you would choose the system with the highest COP for the necessary

heat load, and the system that used the smallest volume. We will use a scaled COP to

compare radial and plane wave engines in Sec. 3A. For a prime mover the system

comparison is somewhat less clear. Usually a specified acoustic power would need to

be delivered at minimal real electrical cost for heating and cooling, and with minimal

device volume. A measure of prime mover capability we will consider in Sec. 3B is the
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mk~mal onest temperature difference that Is necessary to deliver a given acoustic

power.

3 Acoustic re eo.

Figures 3 and 4 show some basic properties related to sound power generation

and dissipation in plane and radial wave resonators, respectively. In a standing wave

resonator pressure and particle velocity are 90 degrees out of phase. Actual resonators

show dissipation with viscous losses proportional to particle velocity squared, thermal to

acoustic pressure squared. Thermoacoustic gain is proportional to the product of

pressure and particle velocity, and to the ambient temperature gradient on the stack.

Sound power gain and losses are proportional to r in the radial wave resonator since the

stack volume is proportional to r. The relative extrema in the thermoacoustic gain are

also shown. It is important to note that actual losses and gain depend also on gas

viscosity, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, and specific heat ratio,

and on stack pore geometry, so that the relative magnitudes of vaious gains and losses

may be very different than pictured. One rarely positions the stack at the position for

maximum gain because the viscous KE (Kinetic Energy) losses are too severe, but

instead puts the stack in a region of lower KE loss. For example, the stack would likely

be placed at r/R<0.25 in Fig. 3 to trade off a little gain for lowering KE loss, but at a cost

of increasing PE (Potential Energy) loss. The trade off of lowering KE loss but

increasing PE loss while lowering gain is less for the radial wave case in Fig. 4 for r/R <

0.375, indicating this region might be useful for engine applications.

Acoustic refrigerators of radial and plane variety are compared first. Figures 5

and 6 show a measure of refrigeration temperature spans achievable with plane and

radial engines, respectively. Figures 7 and 8 show the important Coefficient of

Performance, COPr, scaled for comparison purposes, as a function of stack position

r/R, and thermal disturbance number XT (which is proportional to the ratio of stack plate

spacing to thermal penetration depth). The maximum COPr is about the same for both
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types of engines when viewed at this level of detail. Note that maximum COPr occurs

for XT - 4.5 for both cases, and that this maximum does not occur at the position of

maximum thermoacoustic gain in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figures 9 and 10, figures 11 and 12 are the normalized heat flow, and work flow

for plane and radial engines. The normalized temperature gradient r used in these

calculations was taken to be r = 0.244rmx, which is a function of position also as

indicated in Figs. 5 and 6. Negative values indicate flow in the -r direction. Note that the

relative extrema of heat flow for both plane and radial engines occurs for XT = 3.2 and

the stack position is located for maximum thermoacoustic gain, in sharp contrast to the

relative extrema of COPr presented in Figs. 7 and 8. The magnitude of heat flow for the

radial case in Fig. 10 and work flow in Fig. 12 is significantly less than the plane wave

case due to the scaling used, and the difference of trig versus Bessel functions. Note

that work flow is highest for stack locations near particle velocity antinodes, and for

decreasing XLT which implies that the viscous boundary layer is becoming larger in

comparison with the stack plate spacing and is choking off the acoustic flow.

Figure 13 shows COPr (Coefficient of Performance, relative) calculations for

radial and plane wave refrigerators where the stack is placed near the resonator center

(See Fig. 1). One choice for stack location and plate spacing yields the optimal COPr,

and another choice maximizes heat flow at a COPr cost. Note that the radial wave

stack has higher COPr for 0 > T > -0.18 when one is striving for maximum COPr, and

ALWAYS has higher COPr when one is striving for optimal heat flow. This figure

indicates the theoretical promise of radial thermoacoustic engines for use as

refrigerators. Figure 14 is the corresponding normalized heat and work flows. Radial

wave work flow is much less than the plane wave case which is the reason that the

COPr for radial is greater than for plane. A practical radial wave acoustic refrigerator

would be a compromise between optimal COPr and optimal heat flow. It appears that

-11-



the mdii engine might have twice the COP of the plane wave engine, at least in the

short stack approximation.

Figure 15 is similar to Fig. 13, except now the engine nearest the resonator wall

in Fig. 1 is considered. The radial wave refrigerator here only has slightly less COPr

than the plane wave fridge when the outer engine is used. It is unlikely the outer engine

location will make a good acoustic refrigerator for the radial case. Figure 16 shows the

heat and work flow corresponding to Fig. 15.

A few stray remarks about radial wave acoustic refrigerators are in order. First,

note that the maximum KE loss in Fig. 4 occurs for stack location r/R--0.58. However,

the maximum of acoustic power dissipation, or equivalently, positive work flow, is given

as r/R-O.48 in Fig. 12. The difference is in the normalization used. Work flow in Fig. 12

is normalized by the stack volume while KE loss in Fig. 4 is not, the difference being a

factor of r. Indeed, multiplying the work flow in Fig. 12 would move the peak out to

larger r/R. Normalization is irrelevant when computing Coefficient of Performance since

both heat and work flows are normalized by the same quantity.
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Resonator Resonator
Center Wall
1

0.8
j .6PEosI0.6
0.4

JO.
0-0.2 -. 2

0.75

-0.4 TA Gain

.0, ...-0.4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.' 1.8 0.9 1
Pressure r/R Pressure
Antinode Antinode

Figure 3. Kinematic gain and losses for a plane wave resonator. PE
(KE) losses are proportional to the square of acoustic pressure (particle
velocity). Thermoacoustic gain is proportional to the product of acoustic
pressure and particle velocity, and to the applied temperature gradient.
A stack acting as a prime mover that needs to deliver a large external
work load would be placed at the relative extrema locations of the gain,
but would be located closer to pressure maxima at the center (r/R=O) or
wail (rIR=1) for moderate external work loads to tradeoff a little gain for
saving a lot of viscous KE loss. Actual gain and losses depend on the
detailed pore or resonator shape and size, and the thermoviscous
properties of the working fluid. Numbers refer to locations for extrema of
gain.
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Reonator Resonator
Center Wall

0.2 0.2 • KE Lous

0.15

J 0.1

0.050.7

e0

-0.05 Gi

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Pressure r/R Pressure
Antinode Antinode

Figure 4. Kinematic gain and losses for a radial wave resonator. PE
(KE) losses are proportional to the square of acoustic pressure (particle
velocity). Thermoacoustic gain is proportional to the product of acoustic
pressure and particle velocity, and to the applied temperature gradient.
Gain and losses are also linearly proportional to distance from the
resonator center. A stack acting as a prime mover that needs to deliver
a large external work load would be placed at the relative extrema
locations of the gain, but would be located closer to pressure maxima at
the center (rIR=O) or wall (r/R=1) for moderate external work loads to
tradeoff a little gain for saving a lot of viscous KE loss. Actual gain and
losses depend on the detailed pore or resonator shape and size, and the
thermoviscous properties of the working fluid. Numbers refer to the
locations for extrema of the gain.
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0.2241tna
Plan Wavemax

0.5

4-0.4

,4-

30 -0.1

2.5
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 -0.5

r/R

Figure 5. The maximum temperature gradient for the stack to operate as
a refrigerator is T... No further increase of temperature gradient occurs

for increasing pressure. Tmu depends on stack position in the standing
wave, gas thermal and transport properties, stack geometry, and on the
thermal conductivity of the solid material the stack is made of. For
simplicity we neglect stack (and gaseous) thermal conductivity (perfect
insulator assumption). Tmx changes sign at rIR=0.5, and is greatest near

pressure antinodes at r/R=0 and rIR=l. In essence Trmax can be thought
of as the temperature difference associated with the pressure change of a
gas parcel undergoing oscillator displacement in a standing wave, as

modified by thermoviscous gas properties. The value of Tmax can be
determined by taking a value from the graph and dividing by 0.244.
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a Wave max

0.4
4.5-

0.2

4-

-0.23.5-

-0.4
3-

-0.6

2.5 -0.8
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

r/R

Figure 6. The maximum temperature gradient for the stack to operate as a
refrigerator Is cm" No further increase of temperature gradient occurs for

increasing pressure. t,. depends on stack position in the standing wave,
gas thermal and transport properties, stack geometry, and on the thermal
conductivity of the solid material the stack is made of. For simplicity we
neglect stack (and gaseous) thermal conductivity (perfect insulator

assumlption). :mu changes sign at r/R=0.62 where a pressure node exists,

and is greatest near pressure antinodes at r/R=0 and r/R=1. In essence
'mIn can be thought of as the temperature difference associated with the
pressure change of a gas parcel undergoing oscillator displacement in a
standing wave, as modified by thermoviscous gas properties. The value of

Imn can be determined by taking a value from the graph and dividing by
0.244.
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5 Plue Wave COPr

0.6

4.5-

0.5

4- 0.44-

0.3
3.5-

0.2
3-

0.1

2.5 0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

r/R

Figure 7. Scaled coefficient of performance COPr from short stack theory
for the plane wave engine. Scaling Is computed using COPr=-(COP+I)kod

where ko Is the adiabatic propgi constant and d is the stack length.

The horizontal aids is position along the z axis of a cylindrical resonator,
with r/R=0 the center and r/,I=1 the wall. The vertical axis is the

dimensionles shear wave number X which is linearly proportional to stack

plate spacing and inverely proportional to thermal penetration depth. The
shaded coordinate is COPr with white referring to position and shear wave
numbers of higher COPr. The scaled temperature gradient (which itself is a

function of position r) was chosen as c = 0.244Tmu where •m is the

maximum possible temperature gradient that the stack operates as a
refrigerator. Key points shown by this figure are that COPr is symmetric

about the pressure node at r/R=0.5, and the maximum COPr occurs for X-

4.5, r/R - 0.12 and r/R - 0.88.
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COPr

0.6

4.- 0.5

4 0.4

0.3
3.5-

0.2
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0.1

2.5 0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

rIR

Figure 8. Scaled coefficient of pe•fomance COPr from short stack theory for the
radial wave engine. Scaling is computed using COPr=-(COP+I)kod where ko is the

adiabatic propagation constant and d Is the stack length. The horizontal axis is
position along the z axis of a cylindrical resonator, with r/R=0 the center and r/R=1

the walL The vertical axis is the dimensionless shear wave number XT which is

linearly prporional to stack plate spacing and Inversely proportional to thermal
penetraton depth. The shaded coordinate is COPr with white referring to position
and shear wave numbers of higher COPr. The scaled temperature gradient (which

ite is a funcio of position r) was chosen asr = 0.244%. where T.. is the

maximum possible temperature gradient that the stack opemtes as a refrigerator.
Key points shown by this figure are that COPr is not symmetric about the pressure

node at r/R-0.62, and the maximum COPr occurs for X - 4.5, r/R - 0.2 and r/R-

0.9. Note that COPr Is similar for the radial and plane wave cases.
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Heat Flow
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Figure 9. Normalized heat flow from short stack theory for the plane wave engine.

Normalization is computed using q2(r)--Q2(r) 2poc2/(Pl(0)2VGo)) where Q2(r) is heat

flow in the short stack approximation, Po is the ambient gas density, c=adiabatic sound

speed, P1 (0) is acoustic pressure At the resonator center (dR---0), V. is the open

volume of the stack, and o is the radian frequency. Negative values correspond to
heat flowing in the -r direction. The horizontal axis is position along the z axis of a
cylindrical resonator, with r/R=0 the center and r/R=1 the wall. The vertical axis is the

dimensionless shear wave number X" which is linearly proportional to stack plate

spacing and inversely proportional to thermal penetration depth. The shaded
coordinate is q2 with white referring to position and shear wave numbers of higher

q2(r). The scaled temperature gradient (which itself is a function of position r) was

chosen as c = 0.244. where Tma'is the maximum possible temperature gradient

that the stack operates as a refrigerator. Key points shown by this figure are that q2 is

symmetric about the pressure node at r/R-0.5, and the maximum .2 occurs for ,r -

3.2, r/R - 0.25 and r/R - 0.75. Note that q2 is very different from the radial wave case,

owing to the difference between Jo(kor) and coskor), etc.
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Heat Flow

5- Radial Wave

0.05

4.5-

0

4-
-0.05

3.5- -0.1

3-
-0.15

2.5 -0.2
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

r/R

Figure 10. Normalized heat flow from short stack theory for the radial wave

engine. Normalization is computed using q2(r)--02(r) 2P0C2/(Pi (0)2V,(o) where

0 2(r) is heat flow in the short stack approximation, po is the ambient gas density,

c=adlabatic sound speed, P, (0) is acoustic pressure at the resonator center

(r/R=O), VG is the open volume of the stack, and (o is the radian frequency. The

horizontal axis is position along the r axis of a cylindrical resonator, with r/R=0
the center and r/R=1 the wall. The vertical axis is the dimensionless shear wave

number )" which is linearly proportional to stack plate spacing and inversely

proportional to thermal penetration depth. The shaded coordinate is q2 with

white referring to position and shear wave numbers of higher heat flow. The
scaled temperature gradient (which itself is a function of position r) was chosen

as t = 0.244',cmx where % is the maximum possible temperature gradient that

the stack operates as a refrigerator. Key points shown by this figure are that q2

is not symmetric about the pressure node at r/R-0.62, and the maximum q2

occurs for r" - 3.2, r/R - 0.28 and r/R - 0.8. Note that q 2 is very different from

the plane wave case, owing to the difference between Jo(kor) and cookor), etc.
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5 Plane Wave Work Flow

3
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0

r/R

Figure 11. Normalized work flow from short stack theory for the plane wave

engine. Normalization is computed using w2(r)=W2 (r) 2poc2/(P1 (0)2VG0 o) where

W2(r) is heat flow in the short stack approximation, p0 is the ambient gas density,

c=adiabatic sound speed, P, (0) is acoustic pressure at the resonator center

(dR--0), VG is the open volume of the stack, and (o is the radian frequency. The

horizontal axis is position along the z axis of a cylindrical resonator, with r/R--0
the center and r/R=1 the wall. The vertical axis is the dimensionless shear wave

number ?X. which is linearly proportional to stack plate spacing and inversely

proportional to thermal penetration depth. The shaded coordinate is w2 with
white referring to position and shear wave numbers of higher heat flow. The
scaled temperature gradient (which itself is a function of position r) was chosen

as r = 0.244%. where Tmn is the maximum possible temperature gradient that

the stack operates as a refrigerator. Key points shown by this figure are that w2

is symmetric about the pressure node at r/R=0.5 and the maximum w2 occurs

for X. - 2.5, and r/R -0.5. Work flow is highest at the velocity antinode and small

shear wave numbers due to gas viscosity.
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a Wave Work Flow
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Figure 12. Normalized work flow from short stack theory for the radial wave

engine. Normalization is computed using w2(r)=W2(r) 2poc21(Pl (0)2VGo) where

W2(r) is heat flow in the short stack approximation, po is the ambient gas density,

c=adiabatic sound speed, ,1(0) is acoustic pressure at the resonator center

(r/R--O), V. is the open volume of the stack, and (o is the radian frequency. The

horizontal axis is position along the r axis of a cylindrical resonator, with r/R=0
the center and r/R=1 the wall. The vertical axis is the dimensionless shear wave

number XT which is linearly proportional to stack plate spacing and inversely

proportional to thermal penetration depth. The shaded coordinate is w2 with

white referring to position and shear wave numbers of higher heat flow. The
scaled temperature gradient (which itself is a function of position r) was chosen

as 'T = 0.244Twx where Tm= is the maximum possible temperature gradient that

the stack operates as a refrigerator. Key points shown by this figure are that w2

is not symmetric about the pressure node at r/R-0.62, and the maximum w2

occurs for ,r - 2.5, and r/R - 0.47. Note that w2 is very different from the plane

wave case, owing to the difference between Jo(k0r) and cos(k0r), etc. Work flow

is highest at the velocity antinode and small shear wave numbers due to
viscosity. 22-
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Figure 13. Short stack scaled Coefficient of Performance (COPr) as a function

of the temperature gradient across the refrigerator, r, for a stack placed near the
resonator center (one of the possible stack locations for the radial engine).
COPr is defined as COPr=(COP+l)k 0 d where COP is the actual coeffienct of

performance one would compare with the Camot COP, ko is the adiabatic

propagation number in the resonator, and d is the stack length. This scaling left
COPr independent of stack length. The main comparison here is radial versus
plane wave rather than either versus Camot, which will come in due time.
Radial calculations are shown by the doubly thick lines. Optimal heat flow

corresponds to use of dimensionless shear wave number = = 3.2, and stack

position r/R=0.28 (radial), r/R--0.25 (plane). Optimal COPr by comparison has
Xr = 4.5 and r/R--0.2 (radial), r/R=0.1 1 (plane). The exciting point in this plot is
the whopping COPr advantage for radial engines when optimizing heat flow. A
real engine would be a compromise between optimum heat flow and optimum

COPr. r is a scaled measure of the temperature difference between the heat
exchangers.
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Figure 14. Scaled heat, work flow for radial (doubly thick lines) and plane wave stacks near

resonator center. Normalization is q2(r)--Q2(r) 2poC2/(pl(0)2VGo) where Q2(r) is heat flow in the

short stack approximation, po is the ambient gas density, c=adiabatic sound speed, P1(0) is

acoustic pressure at the resonator center (r/R--0), V. is the open volume of the stack, and (o is

the radian frequency. Work flow is similarly normalized. The maximum value of 'r is a measure
of the largest achievable refrigerator temperature span. Optimal heat flow occurs for
dimensionless shear wave number XT = 3.2, and stack position r/R--0.28 (radial), r/R--0.25

(plane). Optimal COPr by comparison has )" = 4.5 and r/R--=0.2 (radial), r/R--0.1 1 (plane).
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0.7
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COPr.. 0.4

~0.3
Optimal

0.2 Heat Flow

0.1 -Radial

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Figure 15. Short stack scaled Coefficient of Performance (COPr) as a function

of the temperature gradient across the refrigerator, r, for a stack placed near the
resonator wall (one of the possible stack locations for the radial engine). COPr
is defined as COPr=-(COP+l)kod where COP is the actual coeffienct of

performance one would compare with the Camot COP, ko is the adiabatic

propagation number in the resonator, and d is the stack length. This scaling left
COPr independent of stack length. The main comparison here is radial
(doubly thick lines) versus plane wave rather than either versus Camot, which
will come in due time. Radial calculations are shown by the doubly thick lines.

Optimal heat flow corresponds to use of dimensionless shear wave number r =

3.2, and stack position r/R=0..80 (radial), r/R--0.75 (plane). Optimal COPr by,
comparison has Xr = 4.5 and rIR=0.91 (radial), r/R=0.89 (plane). The main

point of this graph is that the radial COPr is lower than the plane wave,
indicating we probably would not make a radial wave refrigerator with the engine
in the compartment near the resonator wall. A real engine would be a

compromise between optimum heat flow and optimum COPr. - is a scaled
measure of the temperature difference between the heat exchangers.
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Figure 16. Scaled heat, work flow for radial (doubly thick lines) and plane wave stacks near

resonator wall. Nofrmalization Is q2(r)--02(r) 2PoC2/(Pl (0)2VGo)) where 02(r) is heat flow in the

short stack proIM io, Po is the ambient gas density, c----dlabatic sound speed, PI(0) is

acoustic pressure at the resonator center (r/R=0), V. is the open volume of the stack, and (o is

the radian frequency. Work flow is similarly normalized. The maximum value of 'T is a measure
of the largest achievable refrigerator temperature span. Optimal heat flow occurs for

%ntl shear wave number ALT = 3.2, and stack position r/R=0.80 (radial), r/R--0.75
(planie). Optimal COPr by comparison has X. = 4.5 and r/R--0.91 (radial), r/R--0.89 (plane).
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35. Thermoacoustel prime movers.

Next we consider the comparison of radial and plane wave acoustic sound

sources. A measure of prime mover performance is the operating normalized

temperature difference r between the hot and cold ends for a given external work load

that must be delivered to other parts of the resonator to service resonator acoustic

power losses and to deliver acoustic power to an external load. The thermal

disturbance number XT is proportional to the stack plate spacing, and inversely

proportional to gas thermal penetration depth. There is an optimal value of XT and an

optimal position to place the stack in the resonator (standing wave) that will maximize

thermoacoustic action, and in turn, lead to a minimal onset temperature difference.

Again, the optimal configuration actually depends on the external work load

(represented for purposes of the present discussion in a dimensionless form as wext).

For example, acoustic power generated in a stack within a sealed resonator must only

overcome modest thermoviscous resonator losses, more pronounced losses of the

same sort in heat exchangers due to the narrow pore size, and similar losses within the

stack itself. In contrast, a prime mover mounted as a driver for an exponential hom that

radiates into air would have a larger external work load.

Some difficulty arises in directly comparing plane and radial wave prime movers

were compared in the short stack approximation. For example, in the radial wave case

the overall stack volume is 2xrHd where r is the radial coordinate, H is resonator height,

and d the stack length, whereas the stack volume is a constant values XR2d for the

plane wave case with R, being resonator radius. Also the eigenfrequencies are loosely

determined from koR=3.832 for the radial wave case, and from koR---X for the plane

wave case, so its not clear what the operating frequency to use in making comparisons.

Worse yet is the behavior of the nominal eigenfunction of the two cases. The radial

wave eigenfunction is proportional to J 0(3.832r/R), and the plane wave eigenfunction to

cos (xr/R), with of course the constant of proportionality arbitrary. Finally the radial
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wan resonator offers several rather different physical locations where acoustic power

might be delivered to an external load. These locations include the resonator center

and the resonator wall for a load with a high input impedance. The radial wave case

allows for placing the stack in two locations which are physically distinct, as opposed to

the plane wave case (see Fig. 1). The following criteria were established as a means to

study the fundamental promise of radial wave prime movers in comparison with their

plane wave counterparts:

1. Keep the overall resonator volumes the same.

2. Each prime mover must deliver the same actual acoustic power to a load.

3. The operating frequency is the same.

4. The stack volume is the same.

5. Eigenfunctions for pressure are normalized over the resonator volumes.

6. Mixed analytical and computational optimization is used to intelligently choose a

stack plate spacing (i.e. XT) and location in the standing wave (i.e. r/R) to minimize the

onset temperature difference -.

7. The prime mover with the lower onset temperature difference necessary to deliver

the desired load wect should be judged as 'better'.

Figure 17 shows the desired thermal disturbance number (i.e. stack plate

spacing) as a function of Wext for plane wave and radial wave prime movers. The inset

graph shows that in the limit of no external work the prime movers should have the

same XT, that the choice for XT depends on the work load, and that the stack plate

spacing is different for the radial wave case depending on whether the stack is located

near resonator center, or whether it is near resonator wall.

Figure 18 shows the best stack location for plane and radial prime movers as a

function of the external work load. (See figure 1 for orientation.) It is important to note

that the optimal stack plate spacing depends on work load, and only asymptotically
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(large W.,d) approaches the stack location for kinematic optimal thermoacoustic gain in

Fig. 4.

Finally the figure we have all been waiting for. Figure 19 shows the computed

operating temperature difference lnu that corresponds to the optimal choice of stack

location and stack plate spacing. First note that the inset graph shows Tmin is the same

for either resonator In the limit of no external work load. Note also that the radial wave

prime mover appears to be a "better' choice for a prime mover, and is increasingly so as

the external work load goes up. One should remember that my choice for 'better' is

clearly defined in the criteria list above, and may not reflect all possible design criteria

such as ease of manufacture and power deliverability.

All of these findings will be reported in our manuscript "Radial wave

thermoacoustic engines" which is in process. The findings at this point are to be

considered preliminary, subject to continued thorough dissection and evaluation.

Though the results were only computed for He gas, I believe they are representative for

most gases (i.e. Prandtl numbers, ratios of specific heats, coefficients of thermal

expansions, etc).
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Figure 17. Opdimal thermal disturbance number (OTDN) as a function of
the external work load that must be delivered by the stack in radial (doubly
thick lines) and plane wave resonators. Inner refers to the stack location
near the resonator center for the radial wave resonator. OTDN is linearly
ppoutoa to the stack plate spacing. OTDN is highest for low external
work load to reduce viscous losses in the stack, and asymptotes to the
inviscid lmit of -3.2 when the external work load is much greater than the
viscous losses. Note that OTDN is not the same for the radial inner and
outer (doubly thick lIne, not marked) stack locations, and the strong
dependence on external work load. The inset graph shows the OTDN is
the same for all cases when the stack has no external work load.
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Figure 18. Optimal stack location for varying external work. Radial wave
stack locations are given by the doubly thick lines. The asymptotic limit for
large e•xtenl work corresponds to the stack location where the product of

pressure and perticle velocity is a relative maximum. The stack location
movae toward a velocity node (at the resonator center and wall) to reduce
viscous damping In the stack when the external work load is small.
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Figure 19. The optimal nondimensional temperature gradient Trmin,opt as a

function of external work that must be delivered by the stack. Doubly thick lines
are for the radial wave cases. Inner and outer refer to stack placement near the
resonator center, and near the resonator wall, respectively. The inset graph has

the same axis as the other, and shows in more detail that 1;mln,opt is the same for
either the plane or radial wave resonators when the stack has no external work
load. Stacks In radial wave resonators require lees of a temperature gradient for
the present choice of external work load normalization.
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4. Iv:mlm

a. W. P. Amott, J. Belcher, R. Raspet, and H. E. Bass, 'Stability analysis of a

helium filed thermoacoustic engine," Accepted for publication in J. Acoust. Soc. Am.,

1994.

b. Draft of paper on radial wave theory near completion. W. P. Amott, J. Lightfoot, R.

Raspet, and H. E. Bass, "Radial wave thermoacoustic engines," to be submitted to

JASA.

c. Invited lecture for describing my thermoacoustic enhanced, photoacoustic

spectrometer at the Spring 94 meeting of the Acoustical Society of America at M.I.T. in

Cambridge, MA, where a session of applications of High 0 oscillators will be held. W.

P. Amott, H. MoosmOller, R. Purcell, J. Lightfoot, R. Raspet, and H. E. Bass,

"OThermoacoustic enhancement and control of the quality factor in a resonant

photoacoustic cell for measurement of light absorption by aerosols and gases."

5. Other people associated with the project.

No UNR students are currently working on this project, as per design. I am

collaborating directly with the Ph.D. student Jay Lightfoot at the University of

Mississippi. I visited the UM tWice during the contract period, and hosted Jay at DRI for

a week during which time I tutored him on radial wave engine theory and we discussed

experimental designs. Jay is picking up the theory rapidly, and has been able to use my

computer model to design radial wave engines. He has particularly been helpful in

deriving and milking the short stack approximations. Mr. Lightfoot works mostly on

radial wave engines.

I have also interacted frequently with Jim Belcher, another Ph.D. student at UM.

We completed a manuscript now accepted for publication 5 describing the fruition of

research we started while I was a PostDoc at UM. J. Belcher is currently also using my

computer model in addition to the Los Alamos model DELTAE developed by Bill Ward

and Greg Swift. Jim has shown most promise as an experimentalist in the past, but
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seems to have gained new confidence for performing computations at least partially as

a resu"t of a dass he took recently on heat transfer. Mr. Belcher works predominately

on plane wave engines.
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